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APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS IN FLEXIBLE BASE  

 
 
1 – Technical Concept  
 
The flexible floor covering slabs consists on fixing the pieces over a sand, gravel or stone dust layer, 
previously compressed without any additions and posterior fulfilment of the joint with sand, gravel 
or stone dust with proper calibre, followed by the compressing set. 
 
The functioning of the slabs in flexible floor covering depends directly to the loading strength to 
which they are subjected to. However it mainly depends on the application conditions and the base 
type they possess.  
 
If the setting surface of the slab is not duly uniform and prepared to the efforts and loading strength 
to which it will be subjected to and if the surface is not regular, which can also happen, apart from 
thickness and slab armor, it will crack.  
 
This situation cannot be defined without knowing the type of ground that exists, the loads to which 
will be subjected to and the surface in which will be fixed. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2 – Evaluation of the ground 
 
It’s up to the site manager to assume the definition of the full solution (slab and base) since it’s also 
from its responsibility the deployment and service conditions to which they will be subjected to. 
 
In natural fields, the dimensioning of the several floor covering layers should be based on the 
integrity of traffic foreseen for that area and in the support ability of the ground. 
 
 
3 - Fixing 
 
There are 2 main aspects to take full advantage on the use of this type of 
material: 
 

1- The under layer base should be properly pressed, in order to insure the 
loading capacity. 

 
2- the existence of confining and/or containing elements, in order to insure the stability and 

durability of the floor covering. 
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Regulate / straighten the ground evaluating the loading ability, as well as the humidity saturation 
state. 
 
Fix 10 to 15 cm of graved material of large size (tout venant) well pressed with a vibratory roller 
compactor (Cylinder). In the areas which cannot be reached by this equipment the ground should be 
compressed with the help of a hydraulic compactor  
 
Note-1: If the ground has good loading strength ability, the tout-venant layer is dispensable being 
similar to the remaining procedure. 

 
Note-2: When the ground has few loading strength should be replaced or consolidated. A good under 
graved base is indispensable for this case. 
 
Note-3: Regarding the under-layer base, a good uniform compression applied in all area, should be 
assured at maximum 
 
 Note-4: In the event of vehicle access, we advise a rigid base application, fit to its ends. 
 
Laying a sand or dust powder 3 cm thickness layer, preferably moist and levelled (according to the 
level not the situation) with the help of a ruler 
 
Note 1: These elements can only be applied at site and duly dried. 
 
Note 2: In any case the settlement base thickness should be more than 3cm. 
 
To fix the slab with 1,5 a 3 mm joints.  The slab will be always of a proper thickness and eventually 
reinforced by the armor. 
Above the fixed slab, a fine stone dust or fine sand is spread, and after that, a good sweep of the area 
to ease up the entry of the joints. 
 
Proceed to a careful watering of all area, trying to avoid the joint sand entrainment 
 
The floor will be in conditions to be completely used. 

 
 

 4 – Cleaning and treatment of surfaces 
 
This is the final operation which aims to eliminate sediments of the adhesive 
(cement glue) or other materials used on the application procedure. The 
cleaning with acids is contraindicated because it can damage the surface of the 
pieces as well as the grout; in case of being necessary a deeper cleaning it 
should be used a solution with neutralized acid base and wash with abundant 
water.  After the floor/wall covering is totally clean and dry it should be applied 
a surface treatment (multifunction waterproof). It is recommended to remove 
immediately any staining agent (grease, cigarettes, coffee, wine, etc.) that may fall on the material, in 
order to avoid the appearance of hard remove stains.  
In case of doubt, you should contact the technical department.  
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Considerations: 
 
The base  
 
The designer must calculate the base of application, bearing in mind the traffic that it will support, 
whether to pedestrian floor covering or vehicles.  
 
 Inclination  
 
In order to assure a correct evacuation of rainwater, it is necessary to predict the minimum adequate 
inclination (1 cm per meter).  
 
Dilatations Joints  
 
Joints of dilatation/movement will be foreseen according to a technical study.  
 
Cut  
 
The cuts must be done using a water cut machine or with diamond disc.  
 
Warnings  
 
Efflorescences: these are natural phenomenom, which do not change the techincal caractheristics of 
the product.  
It is not allowed to spread salt onoutside floor coverings to dissolve snow or ice because the salt is 
corrosive and damages the structure of the material.  
It is not accepeted possible reclamations of already applicated material.  
 
 
 

INFORMATION  
 
The information of this file of application were supplied in good faith and are based on the 
experience and current knowledge, therefore it does not foresee a legal guarantee of bad 
application. The users must always consult the most current versions since they can be changed 
without notice.  
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